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This piece began as a photo collection of various family gravestones and a few others depicting the different types of stone,
presentation styles and usages over the years. My love of art and history, and my youngest son’s fascination with rocks (geology),
influenced it into what you now see. Many materials have been used as grave markers, some of the most common and the
approximate timeframes they were used are listed here.

Identifying headstone materials can assist a genealogist in better understanding the social status of the
decedent and the stability of surviving family members within their community. Sometimes one’s financial
status is also hinted in the stonework. Artistic expression, observed in the carving styles of the stonemasons,
also reflected the general scope and religious influences of the community during each time period. But it is
not just what is carved into the stone that provides hints to your research answers -- the stone itself, how well,
or how poorly, it has survived its environment and how it was placed can sometimes reveal more secrets.
When Damage Sets In
When you understand the type of damage that has affected your family gravestones, it may be easier to
identify what type of materials the memorials are made from. Over time, some types of stonework deteriorate
faster than others.
There are three main categories2 of damage,
namely:
Environmental: carbon-based deposits from
industrial and car emissions, improper cleaning
and/or repair methods (power washers, wire
brushes, bleach3, shaving cream 4, chalk5 or
vinegar6), and air pollution, acid rain, frost, and
wind/ water erosion7,8,9
Natural: aging and weathering of stone, settling
of stone (tilting and/or sinking10), organic growths
(lichen, algae, mosses, and fungi) and climbing
plants, ivies, vines and trees
Human-inflicted: neglect11, crime or vandalism12
and improper use of maintenance equipment
(like lawn tractors and weed whackers)

An abandoned cemetery, Bolton, ON 1863
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But there are also two other grave concerns to
consider as well:
Material: sometimes a poor material choice is
the only one available; and, more often than
not, the only option loved ones can afford
Location and Placement: North or South? East
or West? Upright or flat-facing? Too often the
well-intended placement of a marker (lying flat
under pooling rains or snow; or standing upright
under a shady tree upon a mossy ridge that
overlooks the crashing waves of the
shoreline13) only exposes it to more damage
Vandalism in Ontario

Social Influences
During the 17th and 18th Centuries, graveyards and cemeteries looked like dark, gloomy cities of silence.
Stones were poorly clustered in disarray -- tilted, sunken or broken with tall trees and grasses, brambles and
other flora growing between or around them. Some headstones faced west, matching footstones (if they were
affordable and survived the environments) faced east and the mounded graves lay between the stone pairs.14
Inscriptions on headstones faced west, away from the deceased’s head; and if there was a footstone, its
inscription faced east, away from the deceased’s feet. This was done to avoid walking on someone’s grave. 15
Grave location during this time was tightly crowded and haphazard like a dysfunctional family; where the tallest
tablets reflected the importance of certain individuals, the smaller ones -- their children, and the odd stones in
between represented the rest of the family.16 Occasionally, burials in the adjoining plots were of the in-laws,
provided you knew the maiden names that married into the main family.17
Cemetery maintenance was definitely a problem, but it was not until 1847 that the first rural garden cemetery
layout, with its winding drives through spacious park-like landscaping, designed around gentle hills and tranquil
man-made lakes -- was introduced18 in Spring Grove Cemetery in Cincinnati, Ohio. 19 City leaders approved the
new layouts because it addressed their concerns about crowding and public health by relocating the
cemeteries outside city limits. Romantic thinkers and religious leaders, who described death as a natural rest
and a universal salvation, had their views visually reflected with pleasing natural settings of peace and
serenity.20
It was at this time, “tombstone” was becoming very unpopular, and although the word “gravestone” was being
used more often, it too was replaced with the term “monument.”
Another free expression introduced during the Victorian Era was the extravagant sums of money paid out for
funerals and gravestones. The higher social circles expected it from you, especially if you wanted to maintain
your respectability and retain your status position in the social order. Families were also loyal to certain funeral
parlours,21 but if they were thinking to save on these expenses the family was considered gauche and
shunned.22
If you observe the different varieties of grandiose expressions of memorials found in any large cemetery, you
will find that Society was very fickle. Choices made, following fashionable customs and influences of the times,
were quickly criticized and rebuked23 within a few years.
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Fieldstone
Fieldstone was a common grave material choice among
struggling settlers. The stones were found while tilling or
clearing the land. Many were laid unmarked, some
sported symbols or the name and age of the deceased.
An excellent example of fieldstone markers exists in Grand
Pre, Nova Scotia at the Acadian Burying Grounds. A
Herbin Cross commemorates this National Historic Site
and the burials there, which are dated between 1680 and
1750.24

Fieldstone (forefront) McGuigan Cemetery, Merrickville, ON

Sandstone & Slate
During the 1600s, ample supplies of sandstone replaced fieldstones in
Colonial North America, because of its durability yet it was still soft
enough to carve easily.25
Some sandstone markers remained so well preserved that each chisel
mark can be discerned in the carving, but the vast majority of these
stones delaminated and crumbled into dust. Delamination occurs when
moisture gets between the layers that make up the sandstone. As it
freezes, expands and re-freezes the layers flake off. This process is also
referred to as “spalling.”26
If you find a memorial tablet of slate, chances are the stone dates
between 1796 and 1830. The smooth texture of the material made it
easy to carve and it was often highlighted with white paint or gilding.
Most shapes resembled doors representing passageways from this world
to the next.27
The only major problem with slate: being slightly porous it has a
tendency to flake, split and crumble over time destroying the carved
inscriptions, as shown in this photograph (below) of the Old Pine
Cemetery in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Delaminated sandstone

Slate in Old Pine cemetery, Philadelphia, PA

Marble was later discovered to be more durable than sandstone and slate and slowly became the popular
stone of choice.
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Limestone & Marble
Limestone, which was fairly easy to carve and extremely popular during the 1700's, was also referred to as
“Tennessee Marble.”28 At the height of its popularity, it was used in tomb structures, but most of the limestone
inscriptions carved during the 1700s and 1800s are no longer legible.29
Marble, which is re-crystallized limestone, replaced limestone by the 1830s. Marble graves quickly gained
popularity because of their beauty instead of utility. Slabs of “Vermont Blue” and “Italian White” became the two
most-demanded colours from marble importers. Artisans found these slabs easier and softer than sandstone
to apply and showcase their craft; however, they continued to use sandstone to make monument bases
through the 19th century.30

Far Left: a soft marble in an unknown cemetery, Granby,
Hartford County, Connecticut, 1838
Centre: wind-eroded limestone, Richmond Hill Cemetery,
ON, 1871
Above: dolomitic marble in Mount Hope Cemetery,
Rochester, NY, 1857

Memorials with round or pointed tops with cursive inscriptions were the soft (and usually white) marbles with
dates between 1845 and 1868; but if the stone was flat-topped, it was the harder dolomitic-type marble with
dates from 1830 to 1849.31
Marble still is an important choice as cemetery monument material and comes in a wide range of quality. Some
marbles are proving to be quite permanent, while some others are not, as acid rain has caused severe damage
to the poorer grades of marble.
Regrettably, it was discovered that both marble and limestone slowly dissolve when exposed long-term to the
weather. The surfaces change into a fine white gypsum dust, which is called “sugaring,” but when combined
with other elements it creates a black crust that blisters and crumbles away the stones’ surfaces. 32
Marble gravestones remained popular through the 19th and early 20th centuries, but were slowly replaced by
granite, because of its better long-term durability.33 Many of the sculptures atop monuments are still carved in
marble.
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Granite
Currently the most popular, granite came into widespread
use by 190034, although there are some reported uses as
early as 1870.
It is a hard stone that requires a great deal of skill to carve.
These days a rubber stencil is used for the names, dates
and emblems which are then sandblasted onto the stone’s
surface.35
Granite has also been used to replace some of the more
weathered sandstone and marble markers in older
cemeteries.
St. Philip’s Cemetery, Weston, ON

This red granite marker (above), placed in 1932, marks the 1852 and 1857 deaths of my fourth greatgrandparents and their arrival in Canada in 1833.
Exotic Styles

This draped column represents the
premature and unexpected death
of a child. The earliest symbolic
use of a draped column has been
credited to the Pennsylvania
Germans in the 1850s.38

Celtic Crosses in the southern region of
County Clare, Ireland

Hollywood Cemetery, Richmond, Virginia

Pylons, columns and all exoticstyle monuments started appearing
as early as 1860 until about 190036
but, these interesting displays of
originality have made another
resurgence in the 1980s-1990s.

Mount Hope Cemetery, Rochester, NY

Unknown cemetery, Ohio 1891

Aside from the isolated return of these exclusive monuments, some
modern-day memorials do not use stone at all, but involve planting
trees.37 These living memorial tree programmes exist in Red Deer,
Lacombe, Wainwright, Calgary, High River and Sylvan Lake to name a
few locations.

Schiffler Cemetery, Bryan, OH 1998
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Cross-vaulted obelisks are four-sided markers with arch-like points that cross over to the adjoining sides.39
This approach is a variation of the column-standard obelisk originated by the Egyptians.40
These four-sided gravestones began appearing in 1850 and are still in use today. They continue to be
mistakenly referred to as masonic-style stones.
In this red granite example, eleven burials from 1852 to 1997 are recorded with ample room for more to be
added later.

Richmond Hill Cemetery, Richmond Hill, Ontario

Military Use

MARBLE

MARBLE

GRANITE

Woodlawn National Cem, Elmira, NY

Dieppe Cemetery, France

Embro Cemetery, Embro, ON

Military service personnel, having lost their lives in action, are
honoured with government-issued stones made from marble or
Barre Grey granite41; but, when the markers are to be located in
more humid climates, they are usually cast in bronze (photo
right).
Canada’s war dead numbers over 110,000 and are proudly
commemorated in 75 countries around the World! 42

BRONZE
Taukkyan War Cemetery, Yangon, Myanmar
(formerly Rangoon, Burma)
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Not Always Written in Stone
Wood
Some of the first choices of gravestones
were made from simple building
materials – fieldstones, concrete, iron,
steel, brass, bronze and wood. Wood
markers became popular as
gravestones among pioneers.43 The
material’s accessibility, affordability and
how easily it could be intricately
decorated were strong factors in its use.
It was not uncommon for carpenters or
cabinetmakers to be paid to carve
wooden grave markers, but due to the
natural decomposition cycle very few
wooden markers survive more than 50100 years.44

Metalworks
Two types of iron tomb "stones" can be
located in many eastern Canadian
cemeteries from as early as the 1870s
-- wrought iron and cast iron. It is very
easy to tell the two apart, cast iron
markers have lasted for generations,
but the few still in existence made of
wrought iron have eroded away.45
Cast iron markers became popular and
very advantageous over limestone
gravestones, because limestone was
so expensive to purchase; it took hours
to quarry, deliver to the stonemason,
carve and finally transport to the
cemetery.46

CAST IRON
Notice the door-shaped
passageway influence carried over
from slate engraving?

When World War I arrived, an effort to conserve metal began47 and memorial work returned to stone or stonerelated materials.
Cement

CEMENT (PLOT) LEDGERS

CEMENT

Elrose Cemetery,
Elrose, Saskatchewan

Lake Saskatoon Cemetery
Grande Prairie, Alberta

During the Great Depression (1929-1939), one out of every five Canadians was on government relief. In
Saskatchewan alone, the provincal income dropped by 90% in two years, as the prairies were severely hit with
a brutal drought from 1933-1937.48 Two-thirds of the country’s population was on social assistance.49 Income
loss averaged 72%50 and a full recovery in the West did not start until World War II began! 51
Cement ledgers were commonplace during the 1940s, with a few dated as early as 1910 and as late as
1990.52 A ledger was a bevelled cap or lid that covered the entire area of a burial plot.53 Some ledgers were
made flat and capped a stone formation that “boxed in” the area, resembling a table. For some of less than
fortunate means, a ledger was cast upon a wooden base. If a visitor were to walk across this type of ledger, it
would give a gentle recoil like a bouyant spring.54
It was a monumental task to afford a gravestone during the 1930s and 1940s, but during a moment of grief,
someone’s creativity shone thorugh. A cement marker, located in Lake Saskatoon Cemetery, was privately
cast after September 1930 with the decedent’s information etched upon it by the trace of a finger.55
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White Bronze: It’s All the Rage

Mount Hope Cemetery, Rochester, NY, 1905

Markers that appear to be made of a bluish-grey
stone are actually made of molded metal.
The material was called “White Bronze,” to make
it more appealing to customers, but it was really
pure zinc. The metal was heavier than iron but
lighter than lead.56 They were sold as modern
and progressive, equal to the lasting qualities of
granite, aging better than marble and about onethird less the expense,57, 58 but these markers
were later perceived as “cheap and faddish”59, 60
and were even prohibited in some cemeteries.61,
62

The White Bronze Company of St. Thomas,
Ontario had obtained the sole Canadian
franchise for the products of the Monumental
Bronze Company of Bridgeport, Connecticut, but
it was the Bridgeport plant alone that was
responsible for making all the monuments.63

1868 zinc original
Greenwood Cemetery, Brooklyn, NY

2002 bronze restoration

Most of the American Civil War monuments were originally cast from
“white bronze”. Some monuments of historical or military importance were
later re-cast in bronze to further prolong the memorials’ exposure to the
elements and vandalism.

Left exposed to the elements, the monuments rapidly formed
a tough and very durable skin of zinc carbonate that
protected the underlying metal, giving the characteristic
bluish-grey colour.
The majority of zinc monuments date from 1875 to 1912, but
there are a few as late as the 1930s that can be located in
cemeteries across the United States and Canada.64
Due to its brittleness, breakage and seam separation are the
most common damages to these monuments followed by
corrosion and “creep.”65 Repair work for these problems
requires professional conservators and is very expensive.

FOOTNOTES:
1 Many copyright concerns arise when using photographs. If any artistic work is in the photograph, it is copyrighted for fifty (50) years
beyond the death of the artist. The photos supplied best illustrate the types of gravestone materials, stone damages and/or the artistic
beauty of stonemasonry. Most of the stones in my photo collection are between 68 -160 years old and well outside the fifty-year
restriction; or under the twenty-five (25) year restriction imposed by FOIP (Freedom of Information Protection Act).
2 It is agreed there are three categories of gravestone damage, but the names and sub-lists of these categories differ from reference to
reference. I have listed the most frequently found.
3 Hendrickson, Nancy. “Turning in Their Graves,” Family Tree Magazine (October 2006, Cincinnati, OH: F&W Media Inc.)
Caustic materials, like concrete or bleach, do more harm than good to gravestones
4 Stacy, Allison. “Grave Error,” Family Tree Magazine (June 2006, Cincinnati, OH: F&W Media Inc.)
5 Association for Gravestone Studies (AGS) [Internet] http://www.gravestonestudies.org/
6 “Gravestone Rubbings – Dos and Don’ts,” The Association of Gravestone Studies [Internet]
http://www.gravestonestudies.org/faq.htm#Some%20Gravestone%20Rubbings%20Dos%20and%20Don%27ts
7 McDonald, Andrea. Cemetery Conservation and Tombstone Care. ProGenealogists [Internet]
http://www.progenealogists.com/tombstonecare.htm
8 Taylor, Maureen A. Tips for Photographing Gravestones. [Internet] accessed 07DEC2010
http://www.genealogy.com/64_gravestones.html
9 King, Greg G. Michigan Historic Cemeteries Preservation Guide. 2004: McNaughton & Gunn Inc, Saline, MI, 2004 [Internet]
http://www.michigan.gov/.../hal_mhc_shpo_Cemetery_Guide_105082_7.pdf
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10 Lynch, Daniel M. “It Took a Village,” Family Tree Magazine (May 2008, Cincinnati, OH: F&W Media Inc.)
In two months, using maps, a 1934 Works Progress Administration survey and keen eyes, volunteers discovered nearly 300 markers
buried under sod at St. Augustine Cemetery, Bridgeport, Connecticut.
11 Hendrickson, Nancy. “Turning in Their Graves,” Family Tree Magazine (October 2006, Cincinnati, OH: F&W Media Inc.)
Restoration expert Shelley Sass was quoted that cemeteries that look neglected are more prone for vandalism.
12 war-related incidents are also included in vandalism
13 The types and degrees of damage will differ greatly with the weather environments of each province. The Maritimes and British
Columbia’s coastlines, for example, will have more cases of saltwater-related damages than the interior provinces; just as our Northern
reaches will have more cases of frost damage.
14 Farber, Jessie Lie. Early American Gravestones: Introduction to the Farber Gravestone Collection. American Antiquarian Society,
2003 [Internet] http://www.gravestonestudies.org/Early%20American%20Gravestones.pdf
Burials were done “head west - feet east,” so when Judgment Day arrived, the deceased would sit up (resurrect) facing a new dawn!
15 ibid
16 ibid.
17 Morton, Sunny McClellan. “Tombstone Tales,” Family Tree Magazine (July 2010, Cincinnati, OH: F&W Media Inc.)
18 Farber, Jessie Lie. Early American Gravestones: Introduction to the Farber Gravestone Collection. American Antiquarian Society
19 Haddad, Diane. “History Haven,” Family Tree Magazine (September 2010, Cincinnati, OH: F&W Media Inc.)
20 Morton, Sunny McClellan. “Tombstone Tales,” Family Tree Magazine (July 2010, Cincinnati, OH: F&W Media Inc.)
21 Krout, Lavonda. “Maiden Voyage,” Family Tree Magazine (July 2010, Cincinnati, OH: F&W Media Inc.)
22 Milk Row Cemetery Guide, Somerville, Massachusetts (2002, Somerville Historic Preservation Commission) [Internet]
http://www.somervillema.com
23 Sinan, Alma. Symbols in Stone: White Bronze Monuments, The Raven’s Call (Winter 2010, Toronto, ON) [Internet]
http://www.the-dark-place.org/images/ravencall/raven's_call_10.pdf
24 The Herbin Cross, the Grand Pre National Historic Site and the Acadian Burying Ground [Internet] accessed 16DEC2009
http://www.canada-photos.com/herbin-cross-grand-pre-national-historic-site-3161-pictures.htm
25 Volrath, Kathy. A Monumental Undertaking: Mathias Monuments, ChamberWORKS (October 2008, Westminster, MD: Carroll
County Chamber of Commerce) [Internet] http://www.carrollcountychamber.org/pdfs/oct08chamberworks.pdf
26 Veit, Richard F et al. New Jersey Cemeteries and Tombstones: History in the Landscape. 2008, Rutgers University Press
27 Milk Row Cemetery Guide, Somerville, Massachusetts (2002, Somerville Historic Preservation Commission)
28 King, Greg G. Michigan Historic Cemeteries Preservation Guide. 2004: McNaughton & Gunn Inc, Michigan
29 Farber, Jessie Lie. Early American Gravestones: Introduction to the Farber Gravestone Collection. American Antiquarian Society
30 ibid.
31 MIGenWeb (Michigan Genealogy) [Internet] http://www.migenweb.net/cemetery1.htm
32 King, Greg G. Michigan Historic Cemeteries Preservation Guide. 2004: McNaughton & Gunn Inc, Saline, MI
33 Veit, Richard F and Nonestied, Mark. New Jersey Cemeteries and Tombstones: History in the Landscape. 2008, Rutgers
University Press, Piscataway, NJ
34 John Walters, the Graveyard Groomer [Internet] http://www.graveyardgroomer.com/Articles.htm
35 Granite engraving at Lons Memorials (Belleville, ON) [Internet] http://www.lonsmemorials.com/monunltr.htm
36 “How to Date a Tombstone,” Genealogy Trails [Internet]
http://genealogytrails.com/main/readingheadstones.html
37 “Memorial Tree Program,” Town of High River [Internet]
http://www.highriver.ca/town-hall/departments/community-services/parks-a-rec/memorial-legacies
38Stones of Faith [Internet] http://www.pagstones.com/pgs_symbols_general.page.shtml
39 Escape to the Silent Cities [Internet] http://escapetothesilentcities.blogspot.com/2010/09/sunday-styles-vaulted-obelisks.html
40 The Anatomy of Tombstones [Internet] http://www.colorado-cemeteries.com/tombstones.html
41 “Canada and the Commonwealth War Graves Commission,” Ottawa: Commonwealth War Graves Commission [Internet]
http://www.cwgc.org/admin/files/Canada%20MG.pdf
42 ibid.
43 Richardson, Margaret. Alexandria Freedmen’s Cemetry Historical Overview, comp. (Virginia, 2007) [Internet]
Available from: http://oha.alexandriava.gov/archaeology/historical_overview.pdf
The last recorded use of wooden graves (in North America) marked the final resting places of 1800 African slaves who had fled the
United States during the Civil War. Women and children, as well as the ill and wounded soldiers from the Union’s Coloured Troops are
buried there.
44 Headstone [Internet] http://www.enotes.com/topic/Headstone#Metal.2C_wood_and_plants
45 Headstone Cemetery Grave Marker [Internet] http://www.grassmarkers.com/headstone.html
46 Great Canadian Tombstones [Internet] http://www.goldiproductions.com/angloboerwarmuseum/Boer93a1_tombst_pioneer.html
47 Sinan, Alma. Symbols in Stone: White Bronze Monuments, The Raven’s Call (Winter 2010, Toronto, ON)
48 The Great Depression [Internet] http://www.yesnet.yk.ca/schools/projects/canadianhistory/depression/depression.html
49 Great Deprression in Canada [Internet] http://www.wordiq.com/definition/The_Great_Depression_in_Canada
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50 Canadian Atlas on Farming [Internet]
http://www.canadiangeographic.ca/atlas/themes.aspx?id=farming&sub=farming_20thcentury_drought&lang=En
51 StatsCan [Internet] http://www65.statcan.gc.ca/acyb01/acyb01_0005-eng.htm
52 Author’s observations: cement was a common home-building material, during the Depression. The majority of ledger photographs
in my collection are from the depression-era. A few relatives are buried in the family plots with the same type of ledger but are dated
either before or after the depression and are from cemeteries in Alberta and Saskatchewan. Grande Prairie & District AGS was also
helpful in supplementing my research with access to, and the usage of, their cemetery photograph collections. Unfortunately, I do not
have any photos from Manitoba and was unable to locate any involving ledger use, during the time of researching this paper.
53 The cement ledger photograph from Elrose Cemetery (Saskatchewan) and the abandoned cemetery photograph from Bolton,
Ontario were supplied by my cousin, Linda Miller of Calgary, Alberta. Both photographs are used with permission.
54 pers. comm. Al Richards and Liam Hobbes, 10 DEC 2010.
55 The wood grave photo from Mountainside Cemetery and the cement grave photo from Lake Saskatoon Cemetery are copyrighted
and belong to the Grande Prairie & District AGS cemetery photo collection. Both photographs are used with permission.
56 Friends of Mt. Hope Cemetery, Rochester, NY [Internet] http://www.fomh.org/AboutUs/zinc/
57 Culver, Mark. Metal Monuments of Greenwood Cemetery. 1998. University of Iowa (updated 2008 Dec 07)
http://www.uni.edu/connors/metalmon.htm
58 Friends of Mt. Hope Cemetery, Rochester, NY [Internet]
59 King, Greg G. Michigan Historic Cemeteries Preservation Guide. 2004: McNaughton & Gunn Inc, Saline, MI
60 Sinan, Alma. “Symbols in Stone: White Bronze Monuments,” The Raven’s Call (Winter 2010, Toronto, ON)
61 ibid
62 Milk Row Cemetery Guide, Somerville, Massachusetts (2002, Somerville Historic Preservation Commission)
63 Stewart, William G. The White Bronze Monument Company 1883-1900 St. Thomas, Talbot Times. Dec 1988: 7(4)
Newsletter of Elgin County Branch of the Ontario Genealogy Society [Internet] Available from:
http://www.elginogs.ca/talbottimes/talbottimes1988dec.htm
64 Johansen, Lynn. Zincmarkers (2008) [Internet] http://www.zincmarkers.com/
65 King, Greg G. Michigan Historic Cemeteries Preservation Guide. 2004: McNaughton & Gunn Inc, Michigan
When a monument’s underlying support system is inadequate, zinc has the “unusual characteristic” of sagging. This is called “creep.”
As it slowly sags under its own weight, it deforms.
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